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Finally a coloring book for horse racing fans! Here is
a selection of 10 hand drawn pages for you to colour
and make your own. Award winning horse racing
photographer Cindy Pierson Dulay has drawn these
images using her own photos for models. Each
drawing for colouring is on a single sheet of paper
with the back left blank, so colors won't bleed
through. There are images of running horses,
winner's circle, and close-up head shots plus two
sheets of jockey silks, one with designs and one for
you to draw your own designs.
Author provides thoroughbred horse racing secrets
and tips on becoming a successful thoroughbred
horse owner or handicapper. The author outlines the
keys for success in the thoroughbred horse racing
industry.
Following in the tradition of the highly acclaimed
'Favourite Racehorses' published in 1997, Modern
Greats brings the story of racing in the Timeform era
right up to date. Modern Greats relives the memories
of Flat superstars such as Dubai Millennium, Sea
The Stars and Black Caviar, as well as jumps heroes
like Kauto Star, Best Mate and Moscow Flyer, plus
many, many more. Topics covered include the
‘Globetrotters’ on the Flat, looking at the rapid
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evolution and increasing importance of the
international scene, while the jumps has a dedicated
Grand National section featuring some of the more
memorable winners and the stories that surrounded
them.
Please note that the content of this book primarily
consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other
free sources online. Pages: 23. Chapters: All the
Good, Almutawakel, Classic Cliche, Discreet Cat,
Dubai Millennium, Dubawi, Flashing (horse),
Gayego, High-Rise (horse), Jalil (horse),
Marienbard, Monterosso (horse), Moonshell (horse),
Moon Ballad, Music Note, Nedawi, Noverre, Pyro
(horse), Ramonti, Sakhee, Seventh Street (horse),
Shamardal, Sulamani, Vale of York (horse),
Vineyard Haven (horse). Excerpt: High-Rise (foaled
3 May 1995) is a retired Thoroughbred race horse
and active sire, bred in Ireland, but trained in the
United Kingdom, Dubai and the United States. He is
best known as the winner of the Epsom Derby in
1998. He is currently at stud in Ireland. High-Rise is
a bay horse bred in Ireland by his owner Mohammed
Obaid Al Maktoum a cousin of Sheikh Mohammed.
He was the best offspring of his sire, High Estate the
Champion European two-year-old of 1988. His dam,
High Tern was a minor winner, and a sister of High
Hawk, a top-class stayer (Premio Roma) who
produced the Breeders' Cup Turf winner In The
Wings. High-Rise was first sent into training with
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Luca Cumani at Newmarket, Suffolk. High-Rise
made his racecourse debut at the very end of the
1997 British flat-racing season, when he was
entered in an eighteen runner maiden race at
Doncaster. He ran prominently, but after looking
outpaced in the straight, he produced a strong late to
lead close to the finish and win by a short head. HighRise began his three-year-old season with a run in a
minor stakes event at Pontefract. Starting the 2/1
favourite he was moved up to take the lead a furlong
from the finish and quickly went clear of the field. His
jockey, Jason Weaver, eased the colt down in the
closing stages as he recorded a three and a half
length win. He was then moved up in class for the
Group Three Lingfield Derby Trial. As its name
suggests, this race is often an important indicator of
Derby...
A rags to riches story, twice over – as featured on
Channel Four’s The Secret Millionaire. Raising the
Bar documents Rob Lloyd's life growing up on a farm
in Cheshire, his years at boarding school, his close
relationship with his father and distant relationship
with his mother, as well as the problems he had
landing his first job (having failed his English
Language O level six times). His appearance on The
Secret Millionaire is also described in detail.
Designing Speed in the Racehorse is an indispensable
reference by Ken McLean, one of the world's foremost
bloodstock advisors and pedigree experts. McLean
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discusses genetic affinities and pedigree patterns,
analyzes the pedigrees of important sires and ancestors
to isolate elements of speed and stamina, explains what
characteristics to look for in a sire, and updates the elite
mare list. Breeders will be especially interested in
McLean's analysis of the conformation of many of the
breed's most illustrious sires and the physical attributes
and faults they passed on to their progeny. Best of all, he
tells the current sire and dam lines most likely to produce
quality racehorses. With his recommendations at hand,
today's Thoroughbred breeder has an edge in the
competitive world of racing.
The year 2020 was one for the history books and not just
because of the races that ran and the horses that won
them. It was a pandemic year, and as we get ready for
the 2021 season it is still not known if or when any sense
of the old normality will return. The usual running order
required some rejigging but by the end of the year, after
an almost complete pattern-race schedule, 174 horses
had won a Group 2 or Group 3 race in Great Britain
and/or Ireland and/or been a British- or Irish-trained
winner of such a race in another country, accumulating a
total haul of 193 races at those levels. Of those, 26 also
won at least once at the highest level, and while that
group are reviewed individually in Volume 1: European
Group 1 Winners, all of the others are examined here.
These prestigious races were as competitive as always
and the winners included former Group 1 stars Anthony
Van Dyck, Aspetar, Benbatl, Limato, Magic Wand and
Romanised, plus standout fillies such as Enbihaar and
Fanny Logan, one now retired, the other still in training,
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whereas the two-year-olds featured several potential
Group 1 stars of 2021 including the colt whom many see
as the likely Derby hero. Some of the year's brightest
stars have now moved on to new careers at stud, a few
have gone into alternative retirement or will be continuing
their careers in other parts of the world, but most of them
will be back in action in 2021 for what promises to be
another exciting season. Produced by a racing and
pedigrees writer with over 30 years' experience, the
author of European Group 1 Winners of 2019, European
Group 1 Winners of 2018 and other titles.
Follows The Blood-Horse's Top 100 list, beginning with
Man o' War in the No. 1 spot and ending with Blue
Larkspur at No. 100.
The Encyclopedia of British Horse Racing offers an
innovative approach to one of Britain's oldest sports.
While it considers the traditional themes of gambling and
breeding, and contains biographies of human
personalities and equine stars, it also devotes significant
space to neglected areas. Entries include: social,
economic and political forces that have influenced racing
controversial historical and current issues legal and
illegal gambling, and racing finance the British impact on
world horseracing history and heritage of horseracing
links between horse racing and the arts, media and
technology human and equine biographies venues
associated with racing horseracing websites The
Encyclopedia of British Horse Racing provides a unique
source of information and will be of great interest to
sports historians as well as all those whose work or
leisure brings them into the world of racing.
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Thirty famous champions of the thoroughbred racing
world, including all twelve Triple Crown winners, are
featured in detailed, ready-to-color illustrations in this
interesting and informative coloring book. Includes the
recent history-maker American Pharoah as well as
legendary favorites Seabiscuit, Secretariat, and Seattle
Slew, plus a few famed British and Canadian titleholders.
"Here, in one volume, is a wide and varied assessment of the
major breeding systems or theories, as well as the history and
background of each. The writers give the reader all the
necessary information they need to implement the theory and
make it part of a breeding program. They also verify the
relative scientific validity of the theories and various
approaches to breeding" -- publisher website (April 2007).
Make money in thoroughbred racing now. No more putting
out money with no return. Marino Specogna outlines the
steps to become a consistent winner as an owner, and a
handicapper. Learn to never claim a losing horse, and learn
how to find that special claimer that will continually take you
to the winner's circle. Training and Jockey secrets are
exposed allowing the beginner or pro handicapper to pick
consistent winners. This is a complete Thoroughbred horse
guide to, claiming winners and claiming unknown superstars,
outlining breeding and handicapping basics, and most
importantly, finding the right trainer for you. Ever wonder what
a proper feed program is for a horse? How about the type of
steroid program to turn an average horse into a winning
athlete? Or, why do the same people continually end up in
the winners' circle? Learn these secrets and more. Learn
from the Author who claimed a $10,000 filly, then four months
later ran her in a $225,000 Breeders Cup race, and, in a five
month span, made over $150,000!!! Learn the secrets to
consistently claim winners. If you want to keep losing money,
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do not buy the book, if you want to become a winner, and
stay at the top, you will keep this book with you at all times.
Learn how to find your winner today!
Stories of bravery, determination and some unforgettable
horses. Best-selling author and racing insider Anne Holland
introduces her fifteen favourite racehorses. It is a dream lineup spanning three hundred years, from the great Byerley
Turk, warhorse and ancestor of the thoroughbred line, to the
steeplechasers and hurdlers of the twenty-first century.
Anne's passion for her subject and extensive knowledge are
undeniable, and the drama of a horse and its rider taking a
fence or a jockey coaxing his mount to a thrilling finish will
grip you. Winners All recreates the times the sport of horse
racing has captured imaginations and tells the stories not just
of the horses, but also of their bloodlines, of the people
behind their breeding and training and of the jockeys who
rode them to their successes. This book is rich with
entertaining anecdotes and tales of courage, grit and not a
little glamour. The Byerley Turk * Eclipse * Bend Or *
Manifesto * Cottage Rake * Jay Trump * Nijinksy * Golden
Cygnet * Istabraq * Dorans Pride * Beef or Salmon * Moscow
Flyer * Hardy Eustace * Makybe Diva * Zenyatta
An economic and social history of early New South Wales,
told through the life stories of pioneer 19th century horsemen.
Traces the origin and development of the horse in Australia
and a special tribute to Australia's internationally acclaimed
thoroughbred expert C. Bruce Lowe.
Drugs in sport are big news and the use of performanceenhancing drugs in sport is common. Here, Chris Cooper, a
top biochemist at the University of Essex, looks at the science
behind drugs in sport. Using the performance of top athletes,
Cooper begins by outlining the limits of human performance.
Showing the basic problems of human biochemistry,
physiology, and anatomy, he looks at what stops us running
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faster, throwing longer, or jumping higher. Using these
evidence-based arguments he shows what the body can, and
cannot, do. There is much curiosity about why certain
substances are used, how they are detected, and whether
they truly have an effect on the body. Cooper explains how
these drugs work and the challenges of testing for them,
putting in to context whether the 'doping' methods of choice
are worth the risk or the effort. Exploring the moral, political,
and ethical issues involved in controlling drug use, Cooper
addresses questions such as 'What is cheating?', 'What
compounds are legal and why?', 'Why do the classification
systems change all the time?', and 'Should all chemicals be
legal, and what effect would this have on sport?'. Looking
forward, he examines the recent work to study the physical
limitations of rat and mice behaviour. He shows that,
remarkably, simple genetic experiments producing
'supermice' suggest that there may be ways of improving
human performance too, raising ethical and moral questions
for the future of sport. The paperback includes a new
introduction which considers the issues surrounding the 2012
Lance Armstrong doping scandal.
The official biography of the most successful horse-racing
trainers of all time -- the only man to have trained three
consecutive Grand National winners. The book, written by his
wife, is a must for anyone with an interest in horses or racing.
The year 2020 was one for the history books and not just
because of the races that ran and the horses that won them.
It was a pandemic year, and as we get ready for the 2021
season it is still not known if or when any sense of the old
normality will return. The usual running order required some
rejigging but by the end of the year, after an almost complete
pattern-race schedule, 69 horses had won a Group 1 race in
Europe and/or been a British- or Irish-trained winner of such a
race in another continent, accumulating a combined haul of
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92 top-level contests. Ghaiyyath was crowned Horse of the
Year after a 130-rated season in which he won three times at
the highest level. Magical also won three, her planned
retirement to stud postponed by a year. Love lit up the classic
scene with wide-margin wins in the 1000 Guineas and Oaks,
whereas the year-older Tarnawa gave the great Irish trainer
Dermot Weld an overdue Breeders' Cup victory. Battaash
headed the sprinters' division again, Stradivarius'
performance in the Gold Cup gave the brilliant stayer a new
career-high rating, Palace Pier headed the milers, Sottsass
rounded off his career with an Arc triumph, while St Mark's
Basilica led the way in a muddled two-year-old division. Some
of the year's brightest stars have now moved on to new
careers at stud, but many of them will be back in action in
2021 for what promises to be another exciting season.
Produced by a racing and pedigrees writer with over 30 years'
experience, the author of European Group 1 Winners of
2019, European Group 1 Winners of 2018 and other titles.
Kauto Star, Nijinsky, Arkle, Desert Orchid, Frankel, Red Rum
... how do you rank the best British and Irish horses from both
Flat racing and jumping? How do you compare a fleet-footed
sprinter with the robust staying power of a steeplechaser?
Robin Oakley’s highly personal list will provoke debate
among racing fans everywhere. A lifelong devotee of racing
and well known as the Turf correspondent for the Spectator,
former BBC Political Editor Robin Oakley has made his
selection not just on statistics but on the ‘fun factor’, giving
prominence to horses who seized the public’s imagination.
He brings the legendary names of past and present vividly to
life with a wealth of fascinating stories behind their victories.
Illuminated by archive photographs that illustrate the
athleticism, character and courage of the horses, Britain and
Ireland’s Top 100 Racehorses of All Time is the perfect gift
for any fan of racing and its colourful history.
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The third book in Clare Balding's brilliant series! Noble
Warrior has certainly earned his name: he won the Derby
against all odds and bested a bunch of nasty kidnappers. But
now Noddy is facing his greatest challenge yet . . . Charlie's
best friend Polly is still recovering from an accident that left
her almost paralysed. But Polly has a real talent with horses and she and Charlie are determined not to let it go to waste.
Can the two best friends find a way to make Polly's
equestrian dreams come true, and forge a new path for the
racehorse who wouldn't gallop?
This fascinating collection of traditional metaphors and figures
of speech, groups expressions according to theme. The
second edition includes over 1,500 new entries, more
information on first known usages, a new introduction and two
expanded indexes. It will appeal to those interested in cultural
history and the English language.
Examines the role of sports and games in everyday life
around the world in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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